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Cellular Graph Automata. II. 
Graph and Subgraph Isomorphism, Graph Structure Recognition* 
ANGELA WU AND AZRIEL ROSENFELD 
Computer Science Center, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742 
This paper deals with cellular automata in which the intercell connections 
define a graph of bounded egree. It discusses acceptance tasks that involve the 
detection of graph or subgraph isomorphism in time proportional tothe diameter 
of the given graph. In some of the algorithms, special assumptions are made 
about the "homogeneity" of the graph; these assumptions hold for many 
important classes of graphs, including trees and arrays. The paper also examines 
types of graph structures that can be recognized by these automata. Diameter- 
time algorithms are presented for the recognition of cycles, strings, trees, 
cliques, rectangular nd square arrays, Eulerian graphs, bipartite and complete 
bipartite graphs, stars, and wheels. The recognition of planar graphs is also 
discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A class of generalized cellular automata in which intracell connections define 
a graph of bounded egree (a "d-graPh" ) is introduced in (Wu and Rosenfeld, 
1979), where the terminology and notation used in the present paper are defined. 
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper discuss graph acceptance tasks for such automata 
that depend on the concept of d-graph isomorphism--in particular, the task of 
deciding whether a d-graph has a d-subgraph isomorphic to a given d-graph. 
Section 4 discusses types of graph structures that can be recognized by such 
automata. 
Given two node-labeled graphs 71 = (N1, A2 ,fl) and 72 = (N2, ~/~ ,f2) 
where f l ,  f2 are the node-labeling functions, 71 is isomorphic to Y2 if there exists 
a bijection b from N 1 to Nz such that fl(n) ~ f2(b(n)) Vn ~ N 1 and (m, n) ~ A 1 
iff (b(m), b(n))~ Az. A dl-graph /"1 --- (N1, A1 , f l  ,gl) and a d~-graph /"2 = 
(N~, A~ ,f2, g2) are isomorphic (denoted by 1"1 ~--- P2) iff their underlying raphs 
U(/"I) and U(/"~) are isomorphic. Here we allow d 1 @ d 2 . A subgraph of a 
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d-graph 1" ~- (N, A , f ,g )  is denoted by (N', A' , f [  N' ,  g JA'), where N '  C N- 
and A'C_ A and if (m, n)~ A'  then m e N '  and n ~ N' .  Note that (N', A',  
f[ N', g [ A')  is not necessarily a d-graph, since some of the nodes may not have 
exactly d neighbors. However, we can always attach # nodes so as to make it into 
a d-graph. A labeled graph ~ is isomorphic to 1" if c~ ~ U(1"), and a is isomorphic 
to a subgraph of 1" if a ~___ U(1") for some subgraph r '  of 1". In the following, we 
will consider only connected d-graphs, and deterministic ellular d-graph 
acceptors. 
2. GRAPH ISOMORPHISM 
In this section, we will consider acceptance tasks that depend on graph 
isomorphism. Specifically, given a labeled graph ~ of degree ~<d, we will find 
a finite-state acceptor M~ such that (F, M~, H) accepts/" if ~ is isomorphic to _P 
and rejects 1" otherwise. 
We first need 
PROPOSITION 1. For every integer r > O, there exists a cellular d-graph 
acceptor ,/¢Z~ = (I", Mr ,  H) with distinguished node D that accepts all d-graphs 1" 
whose nodes are all within distance r from D in 2r @ 1 steps, and when it accepts, 
every node is in a different state. 
Pro@ Given any d-graph 1", the cellular d-graph acceptor (1", M~, H) 
operates as follows: The distinguished node D sends out a message S which 
propagates to the nodes at distance r from D. The paths traveled by S define 
a spanning tree of 1", and each node is identified uniquely by marking each node's 
state with a sequence of arc end numbers which define a shortest path from D 
to the node. Specifically, when a neighbor of D receives S, its state is marked 
with the number i if it is the ith neighbor of D. It then sends the message (S, i) 
to its neighbors. When an unmarked node m receives the message (S, i 1 ,..., ik), 
k /> 1, from node n, and m is the jth neighbor of n, then m marks its state with 
(i 1 ,..., i k ,j) and sends (S, i 1 .... , i k , j)  to its neighbors. I f  a node receives a 
message from more than one neighbor simultaneously, it can choose to accept 
one of them, say the one sent by the lowest-numbered neighbor. 
I f  a node m 1 is marked with (il, i 2 ,..., i,.) and one of its neighbors, say m~, is 
still unmarked, then m~ is at distance r + 1 away from D. A rejection signal is 
thus sent to D because the graph contains nodes more than distance r away. 
I f  no rejection signal is received after 2r -[- 1 steps,/" is accepted. | 
Given a node-labeled graph ~ of degree ~<d, we can find its diameter  and 
construct its spanning tree T~. The height of the spanning tree is ~r  and 
associated with each node is a level number, The level numbers of a node and 
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its neighbors differ by at most 1 ; this follows from the way the tree is constructed. 
Now we can prove 
PROPOSITION 2. For any labeled graph ~ of degree ~d, there exists a cellular 
d-graph acceptor d{~ = (I', M~, H) with distinguished node D that accepts P 
if ~ ~_ P and rejects P otherwise. 
Proof. (1) dg~ makes sure that all the nodes of/~ are within distance r from 
node D and assigns a unique "color" to each node (recorded in its state) by 
simulating d/g~ of Proposition 1 in the first r steps. 
(2) ~ finds all the subgraphs of F isomorphic to T~ in the next h + 1 
steps, where h is the height of T~. At step r + 1 + i (0 ~ i ~ h), the nodes 
having the correct neighbors to serve as the sons of a level h - -  i node of T~ are 
identified. Recorded in the state of the node are (a) the level h --  i node, call it m, 
of T~ that it qualified to be, and (b) the assignment of the nodes o f / '  (represented 
by their colors found in (1)) to the subtree of T~ at m. Note that a node n of P 
may qualify to be more than one level h --  i node to T~, and that different sets 
of neighbors of n may qualify n to be the same node of T~. Therefore the state 
of a node may contain many assignments. However, the numbers of level 
h --  i nodes of T~ and of possible assignments are bounded. Therefore the size 
of the states and the number of states depend only on T~, and may be large but 
are bounded. At the end of step r + 1 + h, the nodes o f / '  corresponding to the 
root of T~ and the assignments of the nodes of T~ are known. Each of the assign- 
ments gives a subgraph of / "  isomorphic to T~. For a more detailed description 
see (Wu, 1978). 
(3) Starting at step r ~- h @ 2, each qualified root node initiates signals 
to check each assignment recorded in its state to make sure that all the ards 
in ~ exist and no other arcs are present. This is done by transmitting the assign- 
ment to each node. If a node not in the assignment receives the assignment 
signal, this means that/~ has more nodes than ~ and it cannot be isomorphic 
to c~; thus a rejection signal is sent to the distinguished node to reject/'. I f  a node 
is in the assignment, when it receives the signal, it makes sure that all the arcs 
incident upon it are connected to the nodes with the correct identities as in c~. 
Any time a node finds an arc out of order, it sends a cancellation signal to report 
to the root node of this assignment to delete the assignment. I f after 2h steps, 
the qualified root node finds that it still has uncanceled assignments, then it can 
send a success ignal to the distinguished node D. When D gets a success ignal, 
it accepts. However, if at the end of step r + 1 + h + 2h + r no success ignal 
is received by D, this means there is no successful assignment. This is because 
either the assignments made at step r + 1 -+- h are all canceled or there is no 
assignment at all at step r - /  1 -+- h, since there may be too few nodes in /', 
or it is not possible even to find a subgraph o f / '  isomorphic to T~. In any case, 
/ '  is not isomorphic to c~ and/"  is rejected. | 
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3. SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM 
In this section we will consider acceptance tasks that depend on subgraph 
isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let c~ be a labeled graph and let T~ be a spanning tree of c~ 
with root node R~. Then there exists a cellular d-graph acceptor .///f with a distin- 
guished node D such that #/f accepts a d-graph I" if I" has a subgraph isomorphic 
to ~, where D corresponds" to R,  , and rejects F otherwise, in time proportional to k, 
the height of T o . 
Proof. First ~" assigns a unique color to each node within distance h from D. 
The color of a node n can be represented by the sequence of arc end numbers 
which constitute a path from D to n; thus uniqueness i guaranteed. Each node 
also has a max-distance number which is initially zero for each node and the 
max-distance number of D is always 0. A non-D node n changes its max-distance 
number to i @ 1 if i is the maximum of its neighbors' max-distance numbers and 
if i < h. After h steps, all the possible level k nodes of T~ have max-distance 
number k. A node with max-distance h records the level h node of T~ it can be, 
if any, in its state as in Section 2. In general, a colored node having the correct 
level i neighbors of T~ records in its state the level i --  1 node of T o it qualifies 
to be and all the nodes in its subtree, After 2k steps, if there is a subtree at D 
isomorphic to To, D will have the subtree recorded. Then ~ '  can proceed to 
check if the arcs in ~ -- T~ exist. 2k more steps later, D knows if there is a 
subgraph of T' isomorphic to ~ with D corresponding to the root of T~. | 
Wu and Rosenfeld (1979) show that a depth-first spanning tree (DFST) 
of a d-graph can be constructed in area time (i.e., time proportional to the 
number of nodes). Combining the DFST  construction and Proposition 3we have: 
PROPOSITION 4. For any labeled graph ~, there exists a cellular d-graph 
acceptor d l  such that dr' accepts a d-graph 1" i f  I" has a subgraph isomorphic to 
and rejects F otherwise in time proportional to the number of nodes in F. 
Proof. During the DFST  construction, whenever a new node n is reached, 
the following is done before signal P is passed to another node: I fn  does not have 
the same label as the root R~ of T~, a spanning tree of c~, or n has fewer non-# 
neighbors than R~, then P goes to the next node. Otherwise, we test whether 
there is a subgraph of/~ isomorphic to e~ with n corresponding to R~, treating n 
as D in Proposition 3; if such a subgraph is found a success ignal is sent to the 
distinguished node to accept F; otherwise all the colors of the nodes within 
distance k from n are erased. When all the nodes have been tested and no success 
signal has been received, then/"  does not have a subgraph isomorphic to ~ and/"  
is rejected. 
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The above subgraph matching process takes time proportional to k • area(/"), 
where k is the height of T~. | 
It should be pointed out here that each uncanceled assignment represents a 
subgraph isomorphic to a. Moreover there are redundancies because the same 
subgraph may be specified by different assignments which correspond to 
different automorphic mages of the subgraph. 
Since the time complexity of the subgraph isomorphism algorithm depends 
on the height of the spanning tree T¢ of ~ that is used, it is desirable to find a T~ 
with minimal height. It is evident hat if a central point of a is used as the root 
to build a breadth-first spanning tree then the height of T~ will be minimal. 
The number of states of the cellular d-graph aeceptor is a function of ~ and d 
and is in general large. Proposition 4 does not contradict the fact that subgraph 
isomorphism in an N_P-complete problem because our d-graphs have bounded 
degree d. This makes the nondeterminism at each step bounded by a function of 
d and ~, and therefore they can be represented by a bounded, though large, 
number of states. 
The cellular d-graph acceptor of Proposition 4 takes area time to decide 
subgraph isomorphism. We have been unable to find a diameter time cellular 
d-graph acceptor that can decide subgraph isomorphism for general d-graphs. 
Unlike the graph isomorphism case, the number of nodes of the d-graph/" we 
are interested in may be arbitrarily large. However, the definition of 11//~ in 
the cellular d-graph aeceptor (/", M~, H) of Proposition 2 depends only on the 
labeled graph ~ and not on/ ' ;  therefore it is not possible to give each node of/~ 
a unique identification as part of its state. Attempts to simulate the action of J/f 
of Proposition 3 from many nodes simultaneously create confusion among the 
signals since there are many signals and some of them are not distinguishable 
from each other. These problems eem to be due to the existence of cycles in 
a general d-graph (for examples, ee (Wu, 1978)). In the following subsections we 
will show that for certain general classes of d-graphs, subgraph matching can be 
done in diameter time. 
3.1. Trees 
Trees have the special properties that there are no nontrivial cycles and there 
is exactly one simple path from one node to another. Any labeled graph isomor- 
phic to a subgraph of a d-graph which is a tree must also be a tree. This makes 
the subgraph matching tasks for trees easier. 
PROPOSITION 5. For any labeled tree Z, there is a cellular d-graphs acceptor rid/z 
such that for any d-graph l~which is a tree, did z accepts/" i f fZ ~_ a subgraph o f f  
and otherwise it rejects/", in time proportional to the diameter of F. 
-proof. Let h be the height of Z. At each step i (1 ~< i ~ h q- 1) each node n 
of/" looks at its neighbors to decide if they can correspond to the sons of a level 
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h -~ 1 -- i node m in the tree Z. If they can, n declares itself to qualify as the 
node m of Z. Instead of recording the assignments of nodes as Jg~ of Proposi- 
tion 2, each node n's state simply indicates the level h --  i @ 1 node it can be and 
the arc end numbers leading to its sons. Note that a node can correspond to 
several sets of sons. In the next step, the knowledge of the sons prevents those 
nodes from serving both as n's father and son when n corresponds to a particular 
node m 0 of Z since n's neighbor can see from n's state whether it was used as 
n's son to qualify n as m 0 of Z. It is easy to see that at the end of step i (1 ~< i
h @ 1), if a node n's state indicates that it qualifies as a level h --  i q- 1 node m 
of Z and its i 1 , i 2 ,..., @h neighbors n1 , n~ ,..., nj correspond to the sons m 1 , 
m 2 ,..., mj of m in Z, then n is the root of a tree isomorphic to the subtree of Z 
at m. (This tree is an acyclic subgraph of/ ' . )  
At the end of step h q- 1, all the nodes that correspond to the root node of Z 
are identified. These nodes just send a success message to the distinguished 
node D for acceptance. If after h q- 1 q- height(/') steps, no success meassage 
is received by D, it rejects. Let rig" z send out a special signal from D as in the 
breadth-first panning tree construction during the first step. When the return 
signal reaches D, 2 • height(/') steps have passed and therefore J / z  knows that 
it can reject 2' if no success ignal has reached D. | 
In Section 4.3 we show how a cellular d-graph automaton can recognize trees 
in diameter time. Combining this with the above proposition, we have the result 
that for any tree Z, there is a cellular d-graph automaton that recognizes all the 
d-graphs which are trees and have subgraphs i omorphic to Z. 
3.2. k-Level-Colored -Graphs 
Suppose a labeled graph ~ has diameter r; if a node n is part of a subgraph S
isomorphic to ~, then all the other nodes of S must be within distance r from n. 
We will show that if every node of _P has a different state from any node within 
distance r from it, then we can discover whether ~ is isomorphic to a subgraph of/" 
in time proportional to the diameter of/ ' .  
A d-graph/" will be called k-level-colored if the nodes of/" are colored and any 
two nodes within distance k from each other have different colors. For any node n 
in a d-graph/' ,  the number of nodes within distance k from it is at most c(k) = 
d + d(d -- 1) + d(d -- 1) 2 - /  "- -b d(d -- 1) e-1. The number of colors needed 
for /"  to be k-level-colored is not more than 1 " c(k). We can assume that the 
color at each node is part of the label and thus becomes part of the initial state 
of the automaton at the node. 
PROPOSITION 6. Given a labeled graph fi with diameter , there is a cellular 
d-graph acceptor /d  e = (1, M~, H) with a distinguished node D such that for 
any k-level-colored (k >/r)  d-graph/', ~ accepts 1" if[3 ~ a subgraph of I" and 
rejects/" otherwise, in time proportional to the diameter of/ ' .  
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Proof. Given fi we can find its spanning tree T~. d{~ works in almost the 
same way as d/t'~ in Proposition 2 with some obvious modifications. It first finds 
subgraphs isomorphic to T~, then checks the existence of the arcs in/3 --  T~. 
For a more detailed proof, see (Wu, 1978). Note that this can be done in diameter 
time since the signal from a node never needs to travel more than distance r
away and F is k-level-colored with h >/r .  | 
In general, it is not an easy task to k-level-color a d-graph. However, once a 
d-graph is colored, the coloring can be used for solving many problems, so that 
the time needed for the coloring process may be well spent. The following 
propositions shows that a tree can be k-level-colored efficiently. 
PROPOSITION 7. For any k > O, there is a cellular d-graph acceptor d~ with 
a distinguished node D such that for any d-graph F which is also a tree, dk h-leveL 
colors the nodes of F in time proportional to dimaeter(F). 
Proof. Let l ~ [k/2J = (the largest integer ~k/2). Each node n's state will 
have a component of the form (j, Jl ,..., Jz), where j is the distance between D and 
n modulo h + 1, and j l  ,...,jz are the last l elements of the path from D to n 
specified by arc end numbers uch that if the distance between D and n is p ~ l 
then Jl ,-.., J~-~ are all zeros. At the first step, D writes (0,..., 0) in its state. 
When an uncolored node receives a message (i, il ,,., is) from its neighbor n, 
m writes in its state (i + 1 (rood h + 1),/2 .... , il , j) i fm is the jth neighbor ofn. 
Suppose nodes m, n having colors (i, i 1 ..... i~) and (J, J1 ..... jz) are within 
distance h from each other. I f  i -~ j then their distance from D must be the same 
and their closest common ancestor (if D is considered to be the root) must be 
within distance l from both m and n, hence (ia ,..., i~) @ (7"1 .... , j~). 
The time it takes for the coloring signal from D to reach a node n equals the 
distance between D and n. Therefore the coloring process takes diameter(F) 
time. | 
3.3. k-Locally-Homogeneous d-Graphs 
As pointed out in Section 3, the difficulty in obtaining diameter-time algorithms 
for subgraph isomorphism seems to be due to the existence of the cycles. The 
k-locally homogeneous d-graphs defined in this section are a class of d-graphs 
in which knowledge about the cycles is available. 
From the definition of a cellular d-graph automaton, at each node n, 
H(n) = (tl,..., ta) tells n that it is the tith neighbor of its ith neighbor. I f  we con- 
sider a sequence of numbers al,..., a~ (1 ~ ai ~ d for 1 ~ i ~ j )  at n as a 
path n ~ no, n a ..... nj such that n~ is is the a~th neighbor of ni-1 (1 ~ i ~ j), 
then H(n) tells node n the inverse of any path of length 1. Define Hi(n): 
D~ --~ D 5 such that if the image of (a~ ,..., aj) is (bl ,..., b~) then the inverse of 
the path al ,..., a~ is bj, b~._ 1,..., bl. It is obvious that knowing H k at a node n 
implies knowing HJ at n for any 1 ~ j ~ k. 
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It  is straightforward to show that for any k, there is a cellular d-graph autom- 
aton that finds H e and records Hk(n) in node n's state in time proportional to k. 
In a d-graph I', a node n knows all cycles of length up to k if given a sequence of 
arc end numbers al ,..., aj (1 ~< aj ~< d, 1 ~< j ~< k), hence a path of length j ~< k 
starting from n, node n knows whether or not this path is a cycle. A node n knows 
all equivalent paths of total length up to k if given any two sequences of arc end 
numbers, hence two paths from n, with sum of their lengths ~<k, node n knows 
if they lead to the same node./~ is said to know all cycles of length up to k or 
know all equivalent paths of total length up to k iff every node in 1" knows the 
respective information. It  is easily seen that knowing H k does not imply knowing 
all cycles of length j or knowing all equivalent paths of total length j for some 
j>2.  
PROPOSITION 8. A node n knows all cycles of length up to k iff n knows all 
equivalent paths of total ength up to k. 
Proof. The knowledge of H k allows one to find the inverse of a path. Given 
two paths from node n of total length ~k,  if one path is appended to the inverse 
of the other, the result is a cycle iff the two paths reach the same node. Given 
a sequence of arc ends of length up to k, breaking it at some point and finding 
the inverse of one of them gives two paths. These two paths reach the same node 
iff the sequence is a cycle. | 
Having the equivalence given by Proposition 8, we can define a d-graph I' 
to be k-locally-homogeneous if at each node n of P, H(n) and all cycles of length 
up to k or all equivalent paths of total length up to k are known. Clearly, a 
d-graph that is a tree is k-locally-homogeneous, since there are no cycles, and no 
two distinct paths can be equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 9. For any labeled graph co with degree <~d and diameter , 
there exists a cellular d-graph acceptor ~/o, such that for any k-locally homogeneous 
d-graph l" (k > 2r), ~o,  accepts I" if w ~ a subgraph of I', and rejects I'otherwise, 
in time proportional to the diameter of I'. 
Proof. d/'~ first identifies the subgraphs of/~ isomorphic to T~, a spanning 
tree of ~o, in a way similar to the operation of d/'~ and J / z  defined earlier. 
However, the nodes are not colored distinctly and _P is not necessarily a tree. 
Therefore, each node n records in its state the nodes of T~ that it qualifies to be 
and the arc end numbers leading to the neighbors corresponding to the sons of n, 
together with the information recorded in each of those neighbors. After h -{- 1 
steps, where h is the height of T~, all the nodes that can possibly correspond to 
the root of a subgraph isomorphic to T~ have that subgraph recorded in their 
states. However, this subgraph is not necessarily a tree. 
It  is easy to see (by an induction proof) that if the subgraph S obtained at a 
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node n at step h @ 1 is a tree, then S is isomorphic to To, • S is a tree iff it 
contains no cycles. Hence, since P is k-locally-homogeneous, n can tell which 
subgraph in its state is not a tree, and can delete that subgraph from its state 
at step h -~- 2. All the subgraphs that remain are trees isomorphic to T~. At step 
h q- 3, node n checks to make sure the edges of ~o not in To, exist, using the 
knowledge it possesses about k-local homogeneity. I f any non-tree edge does 
not exist, that subgraph is deleted from the state of node n. 
If there is a tree left in the state of any node, then the node sends a success 
meassage to the distinguished node to signal acceptance. If the distinguished 
node receives no success meassage after step h -~ 3 q- diameter(P) it rejects _r'. 
Again the distinguished node can tell that h q -3  q-diameter(P) steps have 
passed by the same method that did z used in the proof of Proposition 5. | 
h-Local-homogeneity seems somewhat artificial; however, a special case of it, 
namely, homogeneity, holds for many important classes of d-graphs, as we will 
see in the next subsection. 
3.4. Homogeneous d-Graphs 
A two-dimensional rray may be regarded as a 4-graph, provided we assume 
the boundary (#) nodes are distinct so that each # node has only one neighbor, 
i.e., 
I 
--A--#--# A--### 
] ] I is regarded as [ ] 
- -B - -C - -D- -  - -B - -C - -D- -  
I I 1 I I I 
The arc ends at each node are labeled with 1 (=N) ,  2 (=W) ,  3 (=S) ,  4 (=E) .  
Each node n knows the inverse of any path starting from n, since 1 and 3, 2 and 4 
are always inverses of one another. Each node also knows when a path is a cycle 
by checking if the number of l 's = the number of 3's and the number of 2's = 
the number of 4's. Therefore atwo-dimensional rray is a k-locally-homogeneous 
d-graph for any k >/ 1. Moreover, all the h-local-homogeneity conditions at each 
node are the same in the sense that if a path from a node exists (no # node is 
encountered) then the same criterion determines, for all nodes, whether or not 
the path is a cycle. 
A d-graph will be called k-homogeneous if all the k-local-homogeneity condi- 
tions are the same for every node of P. I f  the d-graph is k-homogeneous for 
every k >/ 1, we call it simply homogeneous. As indicated above, the two- 
dimensional arrays are homogeneous 4-graphs. It is easy to see, analogously, 
that any n-dimensional rray is a homogeneous 2n-graph. 
A natural way to specify the homogeneity conditions of a d-graph is in terms 
of group generators and relations. We can regard the d arc end numbers at each 
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node as the generators. A relation sis 2 ". s t = e (where e is the identity) says 
that at each node n, the path sas 2 ""s,  is a cycle. Thus knowing the relations 
implies knowing all the cycles. Moreover, the cycles of length 2 at each node are 
the same. If sis 2 = e then when one end of an arc is numbered with s a , the other 
end of the same arc must be numbered with s~; thus s 1 = s~-k This shows that 
the d generators must form a group. 
Mylopoulos and Pavlidis (1975) described a number of graphs corresponding 
to different finitely presented Abelian groups. Any finite subgraph of one of 
these graphs (with the appropriate # nodes added to make the degree xactly d 
at each non-# node) is a homogeneous d-graph. Examples include the three 
regular tessellations ( quare, hexagonal, and triangular) and eight semiregular 
(Archimedean) tessellations of the plane. Some of these are illustrated in (Wu, 
1978), where t-ary trees (for any t >/ 1) and cliques are also shown to be homo- 
geneous d-graphs. 
Since every homogeneous d-graph is k-locally-homogeneous for all k, the 
results of Section 3.3 imply 
PROPOSITION 9. For any homogeneous d-graph, subgraph matching can be 
done in diameter time by a cellular d-graph automaton. 
It should be pointed out here that when we consider arrays as homogeneous 
d-graphs, the notion of direction in an array is not important in graph isomor- 
phism, namely, 
"--~--°~ is isomorphic to 
| • I - - [ - -1  
T T 
and , . . . .  and  . . . .  ! 
Homogeneous d-graphs may be considered as a natural generalization fboth 
arrays and trees. The arc end numbering of a homogeneous d-graph is consistent. 
The description of the homogeneity conditions is the same at each node. In 
general, the description is also finite and compact (for example, using group 
presentation), sothat it can easily be stored in the finite-state automaton at each 
node of the d-graph. It would be of interest o study homogeneous d-graphs 
further. 
3.5. Application: Clique Finding in d-Graphs 
In a clique all the nodes are neighbors of each other. Since every node of a 
d-graph has at most d non-# neighbors, the size of any clique in a d-graph is 
~d -{- 1. This makes the clique finding problem in a d-graph much easier than 
that in a general graph. 
643[42/3-6 
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Let us first consider the simple problem of finding the largest clique that a 
given node n belongs to. At the first step, each non-# ith neighbor of n marks 
its state with i (1 ~ i ~< d). At the next step, each neighbor m of n writes in its 
state a list i 1 .... , i t if the ilth,..., ijth neighbors of n are also neighbors of m (the 
list may be empty). Thus at the third step, n can tell from its neighbors' states 
which neighbors form cliques with it, and the size of the cliques. It is easy for 
n to record in its state the size of a largest clique and the numbers of the neigh- 
bors which are nodes of the largest clique. It is also not hard to mark the largest 
clique or even to mark all the cliques that n belongs to, because the number of 
such cliques is at most 
Therefore the time required to find the cliques at a node is constant. 
Now consider the problem of finding the size of a maximal clique in a d-graph 
F in diameter (of / , )  time. If  we find the size of the largest clique at each node 
of / , ,  one node at a time, and then transmit he maximum of the sizes to the 
distinguished node, this takes area time. But largest clique finding at many 
nodes simultaneously will involve difficulties, since the signals from different 
nodes are not distinguishable. A better approach is to try to find subgraphs o f / ,  
isomorphic to Cd+ 1 , i.e., cliques of size d + 1; if none exist, then we try sub- 
graphs isomorphic to Ca, Ca-1 ,..., C3, C2 in order (there are always subgraphs 
isomorphic to C a if F is connected and has more than one non-# node). When 
for some i, a subgraph isomorphic to C~ is found, i is transmitted to the distin- 
guished node D as the size of the maximal clique in/ , .  When attempting to find 
subgraphs isomorphic to C~ (2 ~< i ~ d + 1) in diameter time, the difficulties 
of subgraph matching in a general d-graph as discussed in Section 3 also arise. 
However, i f / ,  is homogeneous, or 3-locally-homogeneous or l-level-colored, 
we can detect the existence or nonexistence of Ci in diameter (of / ' )  time. 
Therefore the size of a maximal clique can be transmitted and recorded in the 
state of the distinguished node o f / ,  in time proportional to the diameter of / , ,  
since there at most d Ci's to be checked. 
When a subgraph isomorphic to Ci is identified, the node n of P corresponding 
to a special node (say f/, the root of a spanning tree T,~) of Ci can be identified 
and the subgraph isomorphic to Ci can be recorded in n's state. Therefore it is 
easy to mark the cliques of / ' i somorphic  to C i . Note that if the nodes of C~ have 
the same label, then when node n identifies itself as corresponding to node A 
of Ci ,  there are ( i -  1)! different correspondences of Ci to the same i -  1 
neighbors of n in P, since each qualifies as any one of the i - -  1 nodes of Ci .  
n can get rid of these redundant assignments by just specifying which i - -  1 of 
its neighbors belong to C, .  It  is also straightforward to see that each node can 
record in its state the size of the largest clique it belongs to and which of its 
neighbors form such largest cliques. 
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4. ACCEPTANCE OF GRAPH STRUCTURES 
In the remaining sections of this paper we will study various basic graph 
structures accepted by cellular d-graph acceptors. Such acceptance must take 
time t ) radius from the distinguished node, since otherwise the part of the 
graph >!  away can be arbitrary. Most of the algorithms presented below have 
time complexity proportional to the radius, which is on the order of the diameter 
of the given d-graph. 
The recognizers for cycles, strings, trees, and cliques have transition functions 
that are independent of the neighbor vector of the given d-graph; thus they 
are weak cellular d-graph automata, in which 3 may be considered to be a func- 
tion from Qa+I to Q. 
In the following we are interested only in the structure of a graph, independent 
of its labels and of the way the arc ends are numbered. Without.loss of generality, 
we will assume that all the nodes of the graph initially have label S O except for 
the distinguished node which has label D, since we can always design the 
recognizer so that at the first step, each q ~ QI is changed to state S 0 and the 
distinguished node is changed to state D. 
Whenever no confusion can arise, we will simply use n or the label of n to 
refer to the automaton located at node n. 
The following subsections deal, respectively, with the acceptance or recogni- 
tion of cycles, strings, trees, cliques, rectangular and square arrays, Eulerian 
graphs, bipartite and complete bipartite graphs, stars and wheels, and planar 
graphs by cellular d-graph acceptors. In this paper we only sketch the definitions 
of these acceptors; the details can be found in (Wu, 1978). In addition, acceptance 
of some other types of graph structures, including biconnected graphs, line 
graphs, and graphs having property values in a given set of numbers, is briefly 
discussed in Section 4.10. 
4.1. Cycles 
To accept cycles, the automaton M c at node D sends a signal to its neighbors 
and then the neighbors transmit he signal to the other neighbors. The first 
time a node receives the signal from one but not both of its neighbors, it changes 
to state S 1 , and then transmits the signal to its other neighbor if that neighbor 
has not received the signal. After passing the signal to its neighbor, it changes 
to state S~. If  a node receives the signal from both of its neighbors (in this case, 
the number of nodes in the cycle is even), or if a node has the signal, so is in 
state S 1 , but finds that its other neighbor has also just received the signal and 
is also in state S 1 (in this case, the number of nodes in the cycle is odd), then the 
node changes to a new state Sa signifying that the signals from D have crossed, 
and starts to send the new signal indicating acceptance back to the distinguished 
node. When the distinguished node receives the new signal from its two neigh- 
bors, it goes into a final accepting state A. If  a node finds that it does not have 
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exactly two non-# neighbors (this must happen at the first step, so that the 
node is either in state S O or D), then the node changes to state K, signifying a 
rejection, if it is the distinguished node; otherwise it changes to state S 4 and 
transmits S~ to its neighbors. If D receives the signal S 4 from one or both 
neighbors, it goes into the rejecting state K. 
It is easy to prove the following preliminary proposition: 
PROPOSITION 10. Every connected 2-graph is a string or a cycle. 
Let G ~ be the set of labeled graphs of degree at most k. V E fFa is a cycle iff 
every node has exactly two neighbors. I f  7 is not a cycle, then at the first step, 
Mc at a node having only one or more than two non-# neighbors will be in 
state 34, and thus D will eventually go into state K to reject any F ~ U-l(y). 
The time it takes for the distinguished node to reject is not more than the 
diameter, i.e., the maximum of the distances between any two nodes of the 
graph. I f  ~, is a cycle, then each node immediately finds that it has two neighbors. 
This fact must be transmitted to D. It is straightforward to see that C~(Mc) 
accepts any/~ E U-I(7), and the number of steps it takes is the number of nodes 
in the cycle. 
To recognize a cycle of size k in this way, ~(Mc) takes order k (= twice 
diameter) time, which is not any faster than a sequential machine. This is not 
surprising since the information that every node has exactly two neighbors has to 
be received by the distinguished node D, which is a distance qual to the graph 
diameter away from the farthest node. In order for the distinguished node to 
know that it has received the information from all the nodes, it sends out a signal 
to identify the farthest node and makes sure that this signal comes back. The 
acceptance time does not depend on the position of the distinguished node, 
since the radius from any node is the same--in fact, is equal to the diameter. 
Note that if we had defined acceptance by every node going into a final state, 
then a cycle could be accepted in one step. 
4.2. Strings 
Let M s be an automaton that behaves the same as M c except hat it allows 
two nodes to have one non-# neighbor and it sends a rejection signal S 4 to D 
if the signal from D meets itself. A node with one non-# neighbor is at the end 
of the string and it changes to state S~, an accepting signal, when it receives 
the original signal from its only non-# neighbor. Then the signal S 3 is propagated 
back to D. When D receives Sz from all of its non-# neighbors, it accepts by 
going into state A. If  D receives an S 4 signal from any of its neighbors, it rejects. 
Clearly, C6(Ms) rejects all graphs having nodes with more than two neighbors 
and all the cycles. Thus, the only graphs it can possibly accept are strings. 
When the ends of the string receive the signal from D, they change state to the 
accepting signal, so that every string is accepted by C~(Ms). To reject a graph ~,, 
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the number of steps required is at most twice the diameter of the graph. To 
accept a graph requires twice as many steps as there are nodes between 
node D and the end of the string farthest away from D. In any case, at most 
twice diameter time is required. Note that in the case of a string, the acceptance 
time is shortest if the distinguished node is in the middle of the string. 
4.3. Trees 
We first describe a tree acceptor with base automaton M~.  Informally, we 
consider the distinguished node D as the root of the tree. First, the leaves of the 
tree identify themselves as nodes having exactly one non-# neighbor, and change 
to state $1 • I f  th e graph is a tree, then the non-D immediate ancestors of the 
leaves will have only one S O or D. neighbor, the rest being Sl 's  or # 's .  Thus 
these nodes can identify themselves and change to state S 1 . In this way, the 
signal S 1 propagates up toward the root one level at a time. When the root 
receives the signal from all of its non-# neighbors, i.e., from its descendants, 
it accepts. Therefore any tree is accepted by Cg(MA). 
Suppose y is not a tree; then 7 must contain a cycle n o , n~, n 2 ,..., n s , n3+ 1 = 
n o . Initially, all ni's (0 ~ i ~ j) are in state S o or state D. Each node ni cannot 
go into state S~ because it has more than one neighbor in state S o or state D. 
Hence the nodes on a shortest path between D and the cycle cannot reach state 
$1. Therefore D always has a non-# neighbor not in S 1 so that acceptance 
cannot occur. 
The time it takes for ~(MA) to accept a tree is equal to the height of the tree 
using D as the root. Thus, the time complexity is never more than the diameter 
of the tree, even though it depends on the choice of D. 
Since a graph is not a tree iff it has a cycle, we can define a tree recognizer with 
base automaton MT using Mc of Section 4.1 to identify" cycles in the graph for 
rejection and MA above to identify the trees for acceptance. 
Similarly, it is easy to define an MB such that C~(MB) recognizes binary trees. 
Each non-leaf node which is not the distinguished node D changes to state $1 
when it has an S O or a D neighbor, at most two S 1 neighbors, and no other 
non:# neighbors. D accepts when it has at most three S 1 neighbors and no 
other non-# neighbors, since D need not be the root of the binary tree. Any 
non-D node having more than two $1 or three non-# neighbors initiates a 
rejection signal. The existence of cycles is also checked. 
The time it takes for C~(Mr) and ~(MB) to recognize trees and binary trees is 
at most twice the radius of the graph (as measured from D), hence no more than 
twice the diameter. 
4.4. Cliques 
In this section we describe a d-graph automaton M such that (g(M) recognizes 
the complete graph with j nodes for i ~< j ~< d 4- 1. 
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We can easily take care of the trivial case when there is only one node in the 
graph. At the first step, D changes to state qi, where qi is used to denote the 
number of neighbors D has; if the graph is complete, it must have i -}- 1 nodes. 
At the same time, all the neighbors of D are changed to state S 1 . At the second 
step, each neighbor of D changes to state S 2 if it has i --  1 neighbors that are also 
in state $1; and the distinguished node changes to state S~. Finally, at the third 
step, the distinguished node accepts if all its non-# neighbors are in state S~, 
but rejects if it has non-# neighbors in state S 1 . 
It is straightforward to show that C~(M) recognizes cliques in three steps. 
This is substantially faster than any sequential automaton. However, note that 
the radius and diameter of a complete graph are 1, so that the algorithm takes 
three times the diameter. Note also that the size of the complete graph is identified 
at the first step by qi • 
4.5. Rectangular and Square Arrays 
In this section we will show that there is a cellular 4-graph recognizer 
which recognizes rectangular arrays in diameter time. This recognizer can be 
easily modified to recognize square arrays in diameter time. 
PROPOSITION l 1. Let F be a d-graph with a distinguished node D. I f  U(F), the 
underlying raph of F, is a rectangular array, then the node farthest away from D 
is one of the four corner nodes. 
Proof. Suppose U(F) has r rows and s columns. A node on the ith row and 
jth column may be identified by (i, j) for 1 ~ i ~ r, 1 ~ j ~ s. I f  D is (a, b) 
then the distance between D and the node farthest away from D is 
max ( ] i - -a ]+] j - -b l )= max ] i - -a l+  max l j - -b l .  
1 ~i , j~r  1 ~ i~r  1 ~ j~s  
This maximum occurs when i ~- 1 or r, andj  ----- 1 or s. | 
The states of the basic automaton M of the cellular 4-graph recognizer that 
we will construct have a direction component ~ = (ax, a2, a~, a~), where 
ai~{O, N, E, W, S} and ai ~ aj if ai ~ 0 for 1 ~ i < j  ~ 4. This quadruple 
at each node n specifies the directions of the arcs at n. 8 = (a~, a 2 , a 3 , a4) says 
that if ai =/= 0 then the ith arc end points to direction ai, otherwise its direction 
is not yet determined. Initially, the direction component 8 is (0, 0, 0, 0) for 
every node. The ith arc end is said to have assigned irection S if a i is changed 
from 0 to S. 8 is said to be completed if a i ~ 0 for 1 ~ i ~ 4. 
Proposition 11 allows us to define a cellular 4-graph automaton ~ '  ~ (/', M, H) 
to first identify one of the four corner nodes, call it D', if N is a rectangular array. 
Each non-# node indicates in its state its being a C (corner), B (border) or I 
(interior) node if it has two, three, or four non-~ neighbors. Depending on the 
number of # neighbors D' has, there are four cases: 
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Case 1. D' has four # neighbors. _P has only one non-# node, and 
accepts _/1. 
Case 2. D' has three # neighbors. To be a rectangular array, /~ must be 
a string. Therefore the string recognition automaton of Section 4.2 is used. 
Case 3. D' has less than two # neighbors. By Proposition 11,/~ is rejected. 
Case 4. D' has two non-# neighbors, i.e., it is a C node. I f  D' has an I 
neighbor then ,/¢Z rejects F. I f  D' has a C neighbor, for 2' to be a rectangular 
array, it must have two rows (or columns). The two C nodes can then send signals 
traveling along the upper and the lower border at the same speed. ~ accepts F
iff the two nodes receiving the two signals at each step are neighbors and the 
signals reach two neighboring corner nodes at the same time. If D' has two B 
neighbors, then dd starts to assign directions to the arc ends of/~ treating D' as 
the northwest corner. The two # arc ends of D' are assigned irections N and 
W, while the non-# ends are assigned E and S. This direction assignment of D' 
gives f '  an orientation and determines the direction assignments of the other 
nodes in / ' .  D' also sends out two signals, "top" and "left," to identify the two 
borders. The top (left) signal passes from a node n to n's east (south) neighbor 
after direction E (S) of n is assigned, provided n is a B or C node and the 
neighbor to receive the signal is a B or C node. I f  the neighbor to receive the 
signal is a # node, then the top (left) signal changes to a "right" ("bottom") 
signal to be passed to S (E) neighbors as in the case of the left (top) signal. When 
the right and the bottom signals meet at a node, call it D", transmission of the 
two signals stops. A rejection signal is initiated whenever a situation different 
from the above arises. 
Each node n assigns directions to its arc ends according to the following four 
rules: 
RULE l. I f  one end of an arc is assigned E or S then in the next step the 
other end of the arc is assigned W or N, respectively. When a node n assigns 
direction N to any of its arc ends, a mark N '  which lasts for only one step is made 
on its state, and n starts to count. I f  the assignment of 8 at n is not completed in 
four steps then a rejection signal is sent to D. 
RULE 2. If n receives the top or left signal, th6n n must be a B (or C) node 
and (one of) the # arc end(s) is assigned irection N or direction W, respectively. 
RULE 3. A node can assign direction E or direction S only after both of its 
N and W directions have been assigned. Any time a node makes an assignment 
of direction S, it sends a message to its direction W neighbor n if n is not a # 
node, so that at the next step, n has a mark S', which lasts for one time step. 
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(3a) A top (right) border node assigns direction E (S) to its unassigned 
arc end leading to a B or C neighbor, and S (E) is assigned to the other arc end. 
I f  no such unassigned arc end exists, a rejection signal is sent to D. 
(3b) A C node receiving the top signal assigns E to the unassigned # arc 
end and S to the arc end leading to a B neighbor. Again a rejection signal is sent 
to D if there are no such arc ends. 
(3c) The C node D" where right and bottom signals meet assigns E and S 
to the two # arc ends arbitrarily and a signal F is sent to D'. 
(3d) A node n assigns directions E and S when both of its N and W direc- 
tions are assigned and its N neighbor has the mark S' and one of the unassigned 
arc end leads to a neighbor with the mark N'. This unassigned arc end is assigned 
direction E, and thus forces the only other unassigned arc end to have direction 
S. A node remains in the same state after its N and W directions are assigned 
until the conditions above are satisfied; or if four time steps have passed and the 
conditions are not satisfied, then a rejection signal is sent to D. A rejection signal 
is also initiated when any of the following is true: (i) more than one neighbor 
has the mark N';  (ii) a neighbor is marked with N'  but the north neighbor 
does not have the mark S'; (iii) one if its unassigned arc ends leads to a node 
with N assigned but the mark N'  had already disappeared; or (iv) the north 
neighbor has the mark S' but it does not have an unassigned arc end leading to 
a neighbor with mark N'. 
RULE 4. Any time a direction assignment gives a conflict or a situation not 
described in the above three rules, then a rejection signal is sent o D. 
The above direction assignment rules attempt o make sure that if node m 
is (e.g.) the W neighbor of node k, then m's N neighbor is also the W neighbor 
of k's neighbor, as would be the case for an array in the plane. However, dd 
can successfully assign directions to all arc ends without conflict even when/"  is 
not a rectangular array. Therefore after the completion of direction assignment, 
#/t' starts the construction of a special (canonical)breadth-first spanning tree which 
cannot be completely constructed unless /" is a rectangular array as follows: 
When the signal F from D" reaches D', D' sends out a signal P which propagates 
from neighbor to neighbor as in the spanning tree construction. If n is a top 
(or left) node, it receives P from its-W (or N) neighbor only, and then passes P 
to its other neighbors. I f  n is neither a top nor a left node, it must receive P 
from its W and N neighbors imultaneously and it always chooses to take P 
from its N neighbor and then passes P to its south and east neighbors. If a node 
receives P in any other way, then a rejection signal is sent to D. When D" 
receives P it sends a return signal back to D', which then sends an acceptance 
signal to D. Since D' is a node farthest away from D, if D receives the acceptance 
signal without getting any rejection signal, then Y is accepted. 
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PROPOSITION 12. I f  I" is a 4-graph such that U(/") is a rectangular array, 
accepts 1" in diameter (I1) time. 
Proof. I f  the underlying raph of 1" is a rectangular array with r rows and s 
columns, it is easy to see that ~ '  accepts /". We only need to show that the 
acceptance takes diameter (/") time. 
After the northwest corner of 1, is identified, ~//f proceeds to assign directions 
to the nodes in the top row of U(/"). Instead of doing the direction assignment 
row by row, which will take area time, ~ '  starts the assignment of the (i + 1)st 
row as soon as it has enough information--before the ith row is completely 
assigned. At each row, the leftmost node is the first one with completed 3, and 
the set of such nodes grows one node at a time. The N direction of a node n in 
the (i + 1)st row can be assigned when it has a neighbor nl in the ith row with 
a completed 8. The W direction of n is assigned when it has another neighbor 
whose ~ is completed and n is its E neighbor, or if n is a left border node. Similarly, 
n can assign the E and S directions when it has a neighbor m identified as the 
S neighbor of a node m 1 in the ith row (this places m on the (i @ 1)st row) and 
m 1 is the E neighbor of n 1 . 
Now the set of nodes with completed 3's in the (i -b 1)st row is extended by 
one. Hence the direction assignments of /"  take time proportional to the diameter 
of/". 
After the direction assignment, he propagation of the signal P from D' defines 
a spanning tree of a special form rooted at D'. It contains all the S-N arcs in /"  
and the E -W arcs between odes in the first row. All the propagation of signals 
can be accomplished in order (diameter) time. Thus /" is accepted by ~ in 
diameter(/") time. | 
PROPOSITION 13. I f  a connected 4-graph/" is accepted by ~', then U(/") is a 
rectangular array. 
Proof. Suppose/" is a connected 4-graph accepted by Mr. Clearly U(]') is a 
rectangular array if it has only one node or if it is a string. For the remaining 
cases, the direction assignment at each node is successful. A careful examination 
of the process hows that there can only be two situations: 
(1) When all the arcs join the nodes the same way as in a rectangular array. 
In this case/" is a rectangular array. 
(2) There is an arc joining a node m to another node n, but the north 
neighbors of m and n are not neighbors. At some step m assigns E to its arc end 
leading to node n if node n has the mark N'  and the N neighbor of m has the 
mark S'. For convenience of notation, let us denote D' by n(1, 1). Starting with 
the first step of the direction assignment, for each node n(i, j), its E neighbor is 
denoted by n(i,j-ff 1) and its south neighbor is denoted by n(i q- 1,j) until 
the conflicting situation as above arises. It is not hard to see that if two nodes 
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have the mark N '  at the same time step and one of the nodes is n(i, j)  then the 
others must be n(i --  k, j + 2k) for some 0 < k < i. When the conflicting 
situation arises, nodes n(i, j) and n(i -- k, j + 2k) both have the mark N', and 
node n(i -- 1, j) is joined to node n(i --  k, j + 2h) by an arc for some 0 < k < i. 
The distance from node n(l, 1) to node n(i -- 1,j) is i + j  --  3. The distance 
from node n(1, 1) to node n( i - -  k -- 1,j + 2k) is i + j - -  3 + k > i + j - -  3 
since k > 0. When the direction assignment phase is completed, signal P is sent 
from D' = n(1, 1). After i + j -  3 steps, P reaches node n( i -  1,j) but not 
node n(i -- h -- 1, j  + 2k). Thus at the next step, node n(i -- k , j  + 2h) 
receives P from its W neighbor but not its N neighbor, and a rejection signal is 
generated. This is impossible because F is accepted by ~.  Since this is the 
only discrepancy that can occur in the direction assignment phase, and it would 
be detected by the canonical spanning tree construction, the nodes with com- 
pleted S's do indeed form a rectangular array. 
Moreover, / '  does not have nodes with incomplete 3's, since Assignment 
Rule 1 assures that no nodes can have partially assigned 3 if 2' is accepted by ~ ' ,  
and connectedness of/"  assures that every node's arc ends are assigned. For more 
details, see (Wu, 1978). 
The direction assignment of the nodes of /~ takes diameter time (because 
starting from D', all the arcs at each node are used and thus D" is reached from 
a shortest path). All the other parts also take diameter time. | 
COROLLARY 1. J{  recognizes rectangular arrays in diameter time. 
COROLLARY 2. There is a cellular 4-graph recognizer that recognizes quare 
arrays in diameter time. 
Proof. / / I  can be modified slightly to an ~ '  which recognizes quare arrays. 
When D' gets signal F from D", it sends another signal that zigzags down by 
going in directions E and S alternatively. I f this signal does not reach D" from 
its N neighbor, then a rejection signal is sent to D; otherwise an acknowledge 
signal is sent back to D', D' sends an acceptance signal to D only when both this 
acknowledge signal and the returning signal are received. | 
For any d > 4, ~ can be modified in the obvious way so that J/¢ can recognize 
the d-graphs which are rectangular arrays. The results of this section can be 
generalized to n-dilensional rectangular arrays. 
4.6. Eulerian Graphs 
An Eulerian graph is a connected graph such that starting from any node, 
it is possible to traverse ach arc exactly once and pass through all points. It  is 
well known that a graph G is Eulerian iff every node of G has even degree. 
A connected -graph/~ is Eulerian iff its underlying raph U(F) is Eulerian. 
Eulerian graphs can be recognized by a cellular d-graph recognizer J / '  = 
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(F, M, H) with a distinguished node D in radius time as follows: Each non-# 
node sends a rejection signal to D if it has an odd number of non-//neighbors. 
Whenever D receives the rejection signal from any node, it rejects _P. Note that 
if no rejection signal is received by D within r 4- 1 steps, where r is the radius 
of/1 as measured from D, then F is Eulerian. In (Wu and Rosenfeld, 1979), it is 
shown that it takes twice radius time for D to know that the spanning tree has 
been constructed. Therefore at the first step, J/g also starts the spanning tree 
construction. When D receives the message that the spanning tree is constructed 
and no rejection signal has arrived,/~ is accepted. Clearly the recognition process 
takes twice radius time. 
4.7. Bipartite and Complete Bipartite Graphs 
A bipartite graph G is a graph whose nodes can be partitioned into two 
subsets V 1 and V 2 such that eve~ T arc of G joins V 1 with V 2 . If G contains every 
possible arc joining g 1 and V~ then G is a complete bipartite graph, and is 
denoted by Ka.b where a, b are the cardinalities of V~ and V~. Clearly, a graph 
is bipartite iff it is bicolorable since the nodes of V 1 can be given one color and 
the nodes of V 2 the other color. 
Let F be a d-graph. A cellular d-graph recognizer recognizes bipartite graphs 
by making sure that F is bicolorable. The distinguished node D first colors itself 
(by having a special mark in its state to denote the color) with one color, say blue. 
A non-# node with one or more blue neighbors colors itself red and a non-# 
node having one or more red neighbors colors itself blue. A non-# node with 
all neighbors uncolored oes not change its state. I f  a node has both red and blue 
neighbors, then/~ cannot be bicolorable and a rejection signal is sent to D. At 
the end of r 4- 1 steps, where r is the radius of F as measured from D, either 
all the nodes of/"  are colored or one of the nodes has sent a rejection signal to D. 
At the end of 2r 4- 1 steps if D has not received a rejection signal then F is 
bicolorable. Again, by starting the construction of the spanning tree at the first 
step, D knows that 2r steps have passed when it receives the meassage that the 
tree has been constructed. The time it takes for recognizing a bipartite graph 
is twice the radius plus 1 time steps. 
In a d-graph every node has at most d non-# neighbors. The number of 
complete bipartite d-graphs is very limited; in fact, it is at most d(d 4- 1)/2. 
I f  2' is a d-graph such that its underlying raph U(F) is Ko, ~ then a ~< d and 
b~d.  
To recognize a complete bipartite d-graph, the distinguished node D at the 
first step colors itself blue and records the pair of numbers i, i 0 in its state where 
i is the number of non-//neigbors D has and i 0 is the lowest-numbered arc end 
at D leading to a non-# node. At the next step, all D's neighbors color themselves 
red; D o , the i0th neighbor of D, also records the numbers j, i in its state where 
j is the number of non-# neighbors D O has, and i is the first of the pair of 
numbers in D's state. At the third step, i is sent from D O to all its neigbors, which 
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also color themselves blue; the number j is sent to D from D'. At the fourth 
step, each blue node with the number i makes ure that it has i non-# neighbors 
and all of them are red; otherwise a rejection signal is sent to D. D also sends the 
numberj  to all of its neighbors. At the fifth step, each red node with the number 
j makes sure that it has j non-# neighbors and all of them are blue; otherwise 
a rejection signal is sent to D. At the sixth step, if no rejection signal has reached 
D then F is accepted. Every complete bipartite d-graph has diameter 2. Such 
graphs are recognized in six steps, which is three times the diameter. 
4.8. Stars and Wheels 
A star is a special complete bipartite graph Ka, ~ consisting of a center node 
which has n neighbors. Therefore the cellular d-graph recognizer in Section 4.7 
can easily be modified to recognize stars. 
An extended star consists of a center node with n strings of nodes emanating 
from it, instead of n neighbors. It is easy to see that a cellular d-graph recognizer 
with distinguished node D recognizes extended stars in time proportional to 
the diameter of the graph. It first sends a signal T from D to find the center D' 
of the star as the only node having more than two non-# neighbors. Then a 
signal is sent from D' to make sure that only strings emanate from it. Note that 
if signal T from D reaches # nodes without finding the center then the d-graph 
is a string which is a degenerate extended star. 
A wheel is obtained from a star by having the non-center nodes form a cycle. 
Let J¢ /= (/', M, H) be a cellular d-graph recognizer that first identifies all the 
nodes having three non-# neighbors as B nodes. Then the only non-B node is 
the center node C. J¢/makes ure that no other non-B nodes exist; and that each 
B node is a neighbor of C and has two B neighbors and no other non-# neighbors. 
I f  every node is a B node, so that the centered node cannot be identified, d{ 
accepts the d-graph if it has four nodes each of which is joined to the other three 
by an arc. Clearly Mg recognizes wheels in time proportional to the diameter of 
the d-graph. 
More details on the recognition of stars and wheels can be found in (Wu, 1978). 
4.9. Planar Graphs 
Planarity of graphs has been studied quite extensively. Many of the sequential 
algorithms use the approach of constructing a representation f a planar embed- 
ding of the given graph, such that a graph is planar iff such a representation can 
be completed. Hopcroft and Tarjan (1974) discovered a sequential planarity 
algorithm that is linear in the number of nodes of the graph. Their measure of 
time complexity isbased on using a random access computer model, and a memory 
cell is allowed to hold integers with absolute values as large as kV for some 
constant k, where V is the number of nodes in the given graph. Hence it is 
possible tO associate a different integer with each node. Our cellular d-graph 
automata have fixed memory regardless of the size of the input graph. This 
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makes distinguishing the nodes and thus testing the embeddability of a graph in 
the plane difficult. 
There are three other criteria for planarity. The earliest characterization was 
given by Kuratowski (1930). He proved that a graph is planar iff it has no 
subgraph omeomorphic to the complete graph C 5 or the complete bipartite 
graph K3. 3 . This is equivalent to saying that a graph has no subgraph contrac- 
tible to C5 or K~,3. In view of the results on subgraph isomorphism in 
Section 3, one might expect to be able to design a cellular d-graph 
automaton to test planarity using Kuratowski's criterion. However, the length 
of the sequence of contractions depends on the graph given. 
Whitney (1932, 1933) expressed planarity in terms of the existence of a dual 
graph, which is difficult for a cellular d-graph automaton to verify. NIacLane 
(1937) expressed planarity in terms of cyclic structure; a graph G is planar iff 
every nontrivial block of G has a cycle basis Z 1 ,..., Zm and one additional cycle 
such that every arc occurs in exactly two of these m 4- 1 cycles. The value of m 
is determined by the number of arcs and nodes in the graph, hence is dependent 
on the graph given. It is not clear how a cellular d-graph automaton can use this 
criterion. 
An extremely slow algorithm for planarity testing would be for a cellular 
d-graph automaton to test the existence of subgraphs contractible to C 5 by 
systematically choosing five nodes, and testing if there are 10 nonintersecting 
paths, one path for each pair of nodes. Similarly, the existence of K3, 3 can be 
checked by selecting two sets of three nodes each and testing for the correct 
nonintersecting paths. 
It is interesting that in spite of the existence of linear sequential algorithms 
for planarity, we can only find an extremely slow cellular d-graph algorithm to 
recognize planar graphs. One reason is that planarity is a very global property 
which is difficult for a cellular d-graph recognizer to verify. 
4.10. Some Other Examples 
Some of the results in (Wu and Rosenfeld, 1979) allow us to define cellular 
d-graph recognizers for certain graph structures. In this section we mention some 
of these. 
A graph is biconnected if it has no cut nodes. All cut nodes of F can be 
identified by a deterministic cellular d-graph automaton ~//Z in time proportional 
to area(F) times diameter(F), where area(F) is the number of nodes in F. and 
knows when the identification process is finished. Therefore there exists 
such an #/f that recognizes biconnected graphs. 
The line graph of a graph G is the graph obtained by creating a node for each 
arc of G and joining together those nodes corresponding toarcs that are adjacent 
in G. In (Wu and Rosenfeld, 1979) we show the existence of a deterministic 
cellular d-graph recognizer for line graphs. The time required for recognition 
is proportional to 2 a • area(F). 
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Suppose a number representing some property or measurement/x of F (e.g., 
radius, diameter) can be stored in unary notation along some path of length l
in F. This path can then act like a DBCA (deterministic bounded cellular auto- 
maton), where the nodes with zeros stored are treated as boundary nodes. Thus 
any DBCA language (predicate) &o of numbers defines a cellular d-graph 
language (predicate) ~ such that the value of property/z is in ~.  Let T(n) be the 
DBCA acceptance time of ~ for inputs of length n. Then the acceptance time 
of ~ is proportional to the maximum of T(1) and the time needed to obtain and 
store the number epresenting property tz along the path. 
We have shown how to obtain the radius of a d-graph (from the distinguished 
node) in diameter time. Therefore the set of d-graphs having radii in a given linear 
time DBCA language (predicate) is a diameter-time cellular d-graph language 
(predicate). For example {a~km is a prime} is a linear-time DBCA language; 
hence the set of d-graphs having prime radius is a diameter-time c llular d-graph 
language. 
We have also shown that the traversal of a DFST  of F can be represented by 
a sequence of arc end numbers. The length of the traversing path is l = 
2 " area(F) --  2, since starting from the root, the arc from each node to its 
ancestor in the DFST  is traversed twice, and the root has no ancestor. Each arc 
end number in the path may be considered as a cell, represented in the node it 
is at. Hence a node may have as many as d cells in it. The neighbor elation is 
well defined. The lowest-numbered cell at each node has state a and the others 
have state b. Therefore we have a DBCA with the number of a-cells equal 
to area(F). It is easy to see that the a's can be packed so that the DBCA has the 
form aarea(r)b z-area(r) in 1 steps. Now the b-cells can be treated as boundary 
cells and the first a-cell as the general cell in a one-dimensional firing squad so 
that all the a-cells fire simultaneously in time proportional to area (F). This 
then allows the DBCA to test whether area(F) belongs to some DBCA language 
of numbers. Therefore the set of d-graphs having areas in a given linear 
time DBCA language (predicate) is an area-time cellular &graph language 
(predicate). 
We have described a cellular d-graph automaton d/l that counts and outputs 
the area of the given graph in base d, least significant digit first, in diameter time, 
and knows when it is finished. It is easy to modify dg so that it recognizes the set 
of d-graphs whose areas are numbers in some finite-state language. We can also 
define recognizers for sets of areas that are not finite state. For example, let us 
modify ~ to output the area in base 2 in diameter time. We can then define 
a cellular d-graph recognizer J¢~ to accept the given d-graph F iff its area is a 
power of 2. To do this, .~  simulates dg to count the area of F in binary; whenever 
the output is 1, ~ sets a flag. ~ rejects F if another 1 is generated after the flag 
is set, and J/l accepts F if no more l 's are generated when the counting is done. 
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